The authors apply the MCNiP model to Eucalyptus plantations to estimate the importance of rhizosphere processes to N nutrition in these systems. The inclusion of a plant component to the model is an important development in addition to the other microbial limitations that the authors integrated. The authors use a variety of data sources to validate the model. However, the results presented do little beyond validating the model and there is little discussion of the larger importance of this work. In addition, the main message of this manuscript is unclear given the lack of structure in the paper as well as the numerous language errors throughout.
In addition to the assumptions highlighted by the first reviewer, I am also troubled by the apparent assumption that thicker roots drive a greater rhizosphere stimulation. This assumption is in direct contrast to what was parameterized in the original MCNiP model.
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Detailed Comments:
There are numerous language errors and typos throughout the manuscript. The list below does not include all of these errors.
Abstract: Line 13: change "for instance" to including Line 19: Missing and before SOM formation Introduction: Page 2 Line 1: The authors use i.e. many times to add another clause to the sentence. This should be put in parentheses with (i.e., N mineralization). Or edit these sentences to include it in the sentence structure.
Page 11: This text is unclear but it appears that the model is parametrized to have greater rhizosphere volumes when root diameter is larger. This directly contrasts the assumption in Finzi et al. 2015 that fine low diameter roots are more active and thus have a greater rhizosphere effect.
The results section is mainly validation and does not address key ecological questions nor does it attempt to scale these results up. Conclusions: These abruptly are presented at the end of the text with little context to gauge whether they were supported. In addition, the discussion does not highlight the importance of the work.
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